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Abstract
We survey the geometry of Lagrange and Finsler spaces and discuss
the issues related to the definition of curvature of nonholonomic man-
ifolds enabled with nonlinear connection structure. It is proved that
any commutative Riemannian geometry (in general, any Riemann–
Cartan space) defined by a generic off–diagonal metric structure (with
an additional affine connection possessing nontrivial torsion) is equiv-
alent to a generalized Lagrange, or Finsler, geometry modeled on non-
holonomic manifolds. This results in the problem of constructing non-
commutative geometries with local anisotropy, in particular, related to
geometrization of classical and quantum mechanical and field theories,
even if we restrict our considerations only to commutative and non-
commutative Riemannian spaces. We elaborate a geometric approach
to the Clifford modules adapted to nonlinear connections, to the the-
ory of spinors and the Dirac operators on nonholonomic spaces and
consider possible generalizations to noncommutative geometry. We
argue that any commutative Riemann–Finsler geometry and general-
izations my be derived from noncommutative geometry by applying
∗e–mail: vacaru@fisica.ist.utl.pt
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certain methods elaborated for Riemannian spaces but extended to
nonholonomic frame transforms and manifolds provided with nonlin-
ear connection structure.
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1 Introduction
The goal of this work is to provide a better understanding of the relationship
between the theory of nonholonomic manifolds with associated nonlinear con-
nection structure, locally anisotropic spin configurations and Dirac operators
on such manifolds and noncommutative Riemann–Finsler and Lagrange ge-
ometry. The latter approach is based on geometrical modelling of mechanical
and classical field theories (defined, for simplicity, by regular Lagrangians in
analytic mechanics and Finsler like anisotropic structures) and gravitational,
gauge and spinor field interactions in low energy limits of string theory. This
allows to apply the Serre–Swan theorem and think of vector bundles as pro-
jective modules, which, for our purposes, are provided with nonlinear con-
nection (in brief, N–connection) structure and can be defined as a noninte-
grabele (nonholonomic) distribution into conventional horizontal and vertical
submodules. We relay on the theory of Clifford and spinor structures adapted
to N–connections which results in locally anisotropic (Finsler like, or more
general ones defined by more general nonholonomic frame structures) Dirac
operators. In the former item, it is the machinery of noncommutative geom-
etry to derive distance formulas and to consider noncommutative extensions
of Riemann–Finsler and Lagrange geometry and related off–diagonal metrics
in gravity theories.
In [76] it was proposed that an equivalent reformulation of the general
relativity theory as a gauge model with nonlinear realizations of the affine,
Poincare and/or de Sitter groups allows a standard extension of gravity the-
ories in the language of noncommutative gauge fields. The approach was
developed in [77] as an attempt to generalize the A. Connes’ noncommu-
tative geometry [17] to spaces with generic local anisotropy. The nonlinear
connection formalism was elaborated for projective module spaces and the
Dirac operator associated to metrics in Finsler geometry and some general-
izations [69, 72] (such as Sasaki type lifts of metrics to the tangent bundles
and vector bundle analogs) were considered as certain examples of noncom-
mutative Finsler geometry. The constructions were synthesized and revised
in connection to ideas about appearance of both noncommutative and Finsler
geometry in string theory with nonvanishing B–field and/or anholonomic (su-
per) frame structures [66, 18, 2, 1, 65, 78, 70, 73] and in supergravity and
gauge gravity [8, 30, 89, 90, 22]. In particular, one has considered hidden
noncommutative and Finsler like structures in general relativity and extra
3
dimension gravity [62, 85, 79, 81, 82].
In this work, we confine ourselves to the classical aspects of Lagrange–
Finsler geometry (sprais, nonlinear connections, metric and linear connection
structures and almost complex structure derived from from a Lagrange or
Finsler fundamental form) in order to generalize the doctrine of the ”spectral
action” and the theory of distance in noncommutative geometry which is an
extension of the previous results [17]. For a complete information on modern
noncommutative geometry and physics, we refer the reader to [39, 44, 34,
29, 20, 38], see a historical sketch in Ref. [34] as well the aspects related
to quantum group theory [47, 45, 32] (here we note that the first quantum
group Finsler structure was considered in [92]). The theory of Dirac operators
and related Clifford analysis is a subject of various investigations in modern
mathematics and mathematical physics [48, 49, 59, 61, 26, 11, 12, 14, 15,
67, 9] (see also a relation to Finsler geometry [91] and an off–diagonal ”non”
Kaluza–Klein compactified ansatz, but without N–connection counstructions
[13]). 1 For an exposition spelling out all the details of proofs and important
concepts preliminary undertaken on the subjects elaborated in our works, we
refer to proofs and quotations in Refs. [56, 57, 80, 83, 82, 77, 78, 29, 63, 43,
50].
This paper consists of two heterogeneous parts:
The first (commutative) contains an overview of the Lagrange and Finsler
geometry and the off–diagonal metric and nonholonomic frame geometry in
gravity theories. In Section 2, we formulate the N–connection geometry
for arbitrary manifolds with tangent bundles admitting splitting into con-
ventional horizontal and vertical subspaces. We illustrate how regular La-
grangians induce natural semispray, N–connection, metric and almost com-
plex structures on tangent bundles and discuss the relation between Lagrange
and Finsler geometry and theirs generalizations. We formulate six most im-
portant Results 2.1–2.6 demonstrating that the geometrization of Lagrange
mechanics and the geometric models in gravity theories with generic off–
diagonal metrics and nonholonomic frame structures are rigorously described
by certain generalized Finsler geometries, which can be modeled equivalently
both on Riemannian manifold and Riemann–Cartan nonholonomic mani-
folds. This give rise to the Conclusion 2.1 stating that a rigorous geometric
study of nonholonmic frame and related metric, linear connection and spin
structures in both commutative and noncommutative Riemann geometries re-
quests the elaboration of noncommutative Lagrange–Finsler geometry. Then,
in Section 3, we consider the theory of linear connections on N–anholonomic
1The theory of N–connections should not be confused with nonlinear gauge theories
and nonlinear relaizations of gauge groups.
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manifolds (i. e. on manifolds with nonholonomic structure defined by N–
connections). We construct in explicit form the curvature tensor of such
spaces and define the Einstein equations for N–adapted linear connection
and metric structures.
The second (noncommutative) part starts with Section 4 where we define
noncommutative N–anholonomic spaces. We consider the example of non-
commutative gauge theories adapted to the N–connection structure. Section
5 is devoted to the geometry of nonholonomic Clifford–Lagrange structures.
We define the Clifford–Lagrange modules and Clifford N–anholonomic bun-
dles being induced by the Lagrange quadratic form and adapted to the cor-
responding N–connection. Then we prove the Main Result 1, of this work,
( Theorem 5.1), stating that any regular Lagrangian and/or N–connection
structure define naturally the fundamental geometric objects and structures
(such as the Clifford–Lagrange module and Clifford d–modules, the Lagrange
spin structure and d–spinors) for the corresponding Lagrange spin manifold
and/or N–anholonomic spinor (d–spinor) manifold. We conclude that the
Lagrange mechanics and off–diagonal gravitational interactions (in general,
with nontrivial torsion and nonholonomic constraints) can be adequately ge-
ometrized as certain Lagrange spin (N–anholonomic) manifolds.
In Section 6, we link up the theory of Dirac operators to nonholonomic
structures and spectral triples. We prove that there is a canonical spin d–
connection on the N–anholonomic manifolds generalizing that induced by the
Levi–Civita to the naturally ones induced by regular Lagrangians and off–
diagonal metrics. We define the Dirac d–operator and the Dirac–Lagrange
operator and formulate the Main Result 2 (Theorem 6.1) arguing that
such N–adapted operators can be induced canonically by almost Hermitian
spin operators. The concept of distinguished spin triple is introduced in
oder to adapt the constructions to the N–connection structure. Finally, the
Main Result 3, Theorem 6.1, is devoted to the definition, main proper-
ties and computation of distance in noncommutative spaces defined by N–
anholonomic spin varieties. In these lecture notes, we only sketch in brief
the ideas of proofs of the Main Results: the details will be published in our
further works.
2 Lagrange–Finsler Geometry and Nonholo-
nomic Manifolds
This section presents some basic facts from the geometry of nonholonomic
manifolds provided with nonlinear connection structure [69, 53, 54, 19, 55,
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93]. The constructions and methods are inspired from the Lagrange–Finsler
geometry and generalizations [27, 10, 64, 56, 3, 52, 6, 57, 71, 73, 4, 58, 94]
and gravity models on metric–affine spaces provided with generic off–diagonal
metric, nonholonomic frame and affine connection structures [74, 87, 85, 81,
80, 83] (such spaces, in general, possess nontrivial torsion and nonmetricity).
2.1 Preliminaries: Lagrange–Finsler metrics
Let us consider a nondegenerate bilinear symmetric form q(u, v) on a n–
dimensional real vector space V n. With respect to a basis {ei}ni=1 for V n, we
express
q(u, v)
.
= qiju
ivj
for any vectors u = uiei, v = v
iei ∈ V n and qij being a nodegenerate sym-
metric matrix (the Einstein’s convention on summing on repeating indices is
adopted). This gives rise to the Euclidean inner product
u⌋v .= qE(u, v),
if qij is positive definite, and to the Euclidean norm
| · | .=
√
qE(u, u)
defining an Euclidean space (V n, | · |). Every Euclidean space is linearly iso-
metric to the standard Euclidean space IRn = (Rn, | · |) if qij = diag[1, 1, ..., 1]
with standard Euclidean norm, | y | .= √∑ni=1 |yi|2, for any y = (yi) ∈ Rn,
where Rn denotes the n–dimensional canonical real vector space.
There are also different types of quadratic forms/norms then the Eu-
clidean one:
Definition 2.1 A Lagrange fundamental form qL(u, v) on vector space V
n
is defined by a Lagrange functional L : V n → IR, with
qL(y)(u, v)
.
=
1
2
∂2
∂s∂t
[L(y + su+ tu)]|s=t=0 (1)
which is a C∞–function on V n\{0} and nondegenerate for any nonzero vector
y ∈ V n and real parameters s and t.
Having taken a basis {ei}ni=1 for V n, we transform L = L(yiei) in a function
of (yi) ∈ Rn.
The Lagrange norm is | · |L .=
√
qL(u, u).
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Definition 2.2 A Minkowski space is a pair (V n, F ) where the Minkowski
functional F is a positively homogeneous of degree two Lagrange functional
with the fundamental form (1) defined for L = F 2 satisfying F (λy) = λF (y)
for any λ > 0 and y ∈ V n.
The Minkowski norm is defined by | · |F .=
√
qF (u, u).
Definition 2.3 The Lagrange (or Minkowski) metric fundamental function
is defined
gij =
1
2
∂2L
∂yi∂yj
(y) (2)
(or
gij =
1
2
∂2F 2
∂yi∂yj
(y) ). (3)
Remark 2.1 If L is a Lagrange functional on Rn (it could be also any func-
tional of class C∞) with local coordinates (y2, y3, ..., yn), it also defines a
singular Minkowski functional
F (y) = [y1L(
y2
y1
, ...,
yn
y1
)]2 (4)
which is of class C∞) on Rn\{y1 = 0}.
The Remark 2.1 states that the Lagrange functionals are not essentially
more general than the Minkowski functionals [94]. Nevertheless, we must
introduce more general functionals if we extend our considerations in rela-
tivistic optics, string models of gravity and the theory of locally anisotropic
stochastic and/or kinetic processes [57, 74, 87, 85, 81, 75].
Let us consider a base manifold M, dimM = n, and its tangent bundle
(TM, π,M) with natural surjective projection π : TM → M. From now on,
all manifolds and geometric objects are supposed to be of class C∞. We write
T˜M = TM\{0} where {0} means the null section of the map π.
A differentiable Lagrangian L(x, y) is defined by a map L : (x, y) ∈
TM → L(x, y) ∈ IR of class C∞ on T˜M and continous on the null section
0 : M → TM of π. For any point x ∈ M, the restriction Lx .= L|TxM is a
Lagrange functional on TxM (see Definition 2.1). For simplicity, in this work
we shall consider only regular Lagrangians with nondegenerated Hessians,
(L)gij(x, y) =
1
2
∂2L(x, y)
∂yi∂yj
(5)
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when rank |gij| = n on T˜M, which is a Lagrange fundamental quadratic
form (2) on TxM. In our further considerations, we shall write M(L) if would
be necessary to emphasize that the manifold M is provided in any its points
with a quadratic form (5).
Definition 2.4 A Lagrange space is a pair Ln = [M,L(x, y)] with the metric
form (L)gij(x, y) being of constant signature over T˜M.
Definition 2.5 A Finsler space is a pair F n = [M,F (x, y)] where F|x(y)
defines a Minkowski space with metric fundamental function of type (3).
The notion of Lagrange space was introduced by J. Kern [37] and elabo-
rated in details by the R. Miron’s school on Finsler and Lagrange geometry,
see Refs. [56, 57], as a natural extension of Finsler geometry [27, 10, 64, 3,
52, 6, 4, 94] (see also Refs.[71, 73], on Lagrange–Finsler supergeometry, and
Refs. [76, 77, 78], on some examples of noncommutative locally anisotropic
gravity and string theory).
2.2 Nonlinear connection geometry
We consider two important examples when the nonlinear connection (in brief,
N–connection) is naturally defined in Lagrange mechanics and in gravity
theories with generic off–diagonal metrics and nonholonomic frames.
2.2.1 Geometrization of mechanics: some important results
The Lagrange mechanics was geometrized by using methods of Finsler geom-
etry [56, 57] on tangent bundles enabled with a corresponding nonholonomic
structure (nonintegrable distribution) defining a canonical N–connection.2
By straightforward calculations, one proved the results:
Result 2.1 The Euler–Lagrange equations
d
dτ
(
∂L
∂yi
)
− ∂L
∂xi
= 0 (6)
2We cite a recent review [41] on alternative approaches to geometric mechanics and
geometry of classical fields related to investigation of the geometric properties of Euler–
Lagrange equations for various type of nonholonomic, singular or higher order systems.
In the approach developed by R. Miron’s school [56, 57, 58], the nonlinear connection
and fundamental geometric structures are derived in general form from the Lagrangian
and/or Hamiltonian: the basic geometric constructions are not related to the particular
properties of certain systems of partial differential equations, symmetries and constraints
of mechanical and field models.
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where yi = dx
i
dτ
for xi(τ) depending on parameter τ, are equivalent to the
”nonlinear” geodesic equations
d2xi
dτ 2
+ 2Gi(xk,
dxj
dτ
) = 0 (7)
where
2Gi(x, y) =
1
2
(L)gij
(
∂2L
∂yi∂xk
yk − ∂L
∂xi
)
(8)
with (L)gij being inverse to (5).
Result 2.2 The coefficients Gi(x, y) from (8) define the solutions of both
type of equations (6) and (7) as paths of the canonical semispray
S = yi
∂
∂xi
− 2Gi(x, y) ∂
∂yi
and a canonical N–connection structure on T˜M,
(L)N ij =
∂Gi(x, y)
∂yi
, (9)
induced by the fundamental Lagrange function L(x, y) (see Section 2.3 on
exact definitions and main properties).
Result 2.3 The coefficients (L)N ij defined by a Lagrange (Finsler) funda-
mental function induce a global splitting on TTM, a Whitney sum,
TTM = hTM ⊕ vTM
as a nonintegrable distribution (nonholonomic, or equivalently, anholonomic
structure)into horizontal (h) and vertical (v) subspaces parametrized locally
by frames (vielbeins) eν = (ei, ea), where
ei =
∂
∂xi
−Nai (u)
∂
∂ya
and ea =
∂
∂ya
, (10)
and the dual frames (coframes) ϑµ = (ϑi, ϑa), where
ϑi = dxi and ϑa = dya +Nai (u)dx
i. (11)
The vielbeins (10) and (11) are called N–adapted (co) frames. We omitted
the label (L) and used vertical indices a, b, c, ... for the N–connection coeffi-
cients in order to be able to use the formulas for arbitrary N–connections).
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We also note that we shall use ’boldfaced’ symbols for the geometric objects
and spaces adapted/ enabled to N–connection structure. For instance, we
shall write in brief e = (e, ⋆e) and ϑ = (ϑ, ⋆ϑ), respectively, for
eν = (ei,
⋆ek) = (ei, ea) and ϑ
µ = (ϑi, ⋆ϑk) = (ϑi, ϑa).
The vielbeins (10) satisfy the nonholonomy relations
[eα, eβ] = eαeβ − eβeα = W γαβeγ (12)
with (antisymmetric) nontrivial anholonomy coefficients W bia = ∂aN
b
i and
W aji = Ω
a
ij where
Ωaij = δ[jN
a
i] =
∂Nai
∂xj
− ∂N
a
j
∂xi
+N bi
∂Naj
∂yb
−N bj
∂Nai
∂yb
. (13)
In order to preserve a relation with our previous denotations [74, 69, 73],
we note that eν = (ei, ea) and ϑ
µ = (ϑi, ϑa) are, respectively, the former
δν = δ/∂u
ν = (δi, ∂a) and δ
µ = δuµ = (dxi, δya) which emphasize that the
operators (10) and (11) define, correspondingly, certain ’N–elongated’ partial
derivatives and differentials which are more convenient for calculations on
spaces provided with nonholonomic structure.
Result 2.4 On T˜M, there is a canonical metric structure (L)g = [g, ⋆g],
(L)g = (L)gij(x, y) ϑ
i ⊗ ϑj + (L)gij(x, y) ⋆ϑi ⊗ ⋆ϑj (14)
constructed as a Sasaki type lift from M.3
We note that a complete geometrical model of Lagrange mechanics or a well
defined Finsler geometry can be elaborated only by additional assumptions
about a linear connection structure, which can be adapted, or not, to a
defined N–connection (see Section 3.1).
Result 2.5 The canonical N–connection (9) induces naturally an almost
complex structure F : χ(T˜M) → χ(T˜M), where χ denotes the module of
vector fields on T˜M,
F(ei) =
⋆ei and F(
⋆ei) = −ei,
3In Refs. [94, 58], it was suggested to use lifts with h- and v–components of type
(L)g = (gij , gija/ ‖ y ‖) where a = const and ‖ y ‖= gijyiyj in order to elaborate
more physical extensions of the general relativity to the tangent bundles of manifolds. In
another turn, such modifications are not necessary if we model Lagrange–Finsler structures
by exact solutions with generic off–diagonal metrics in Einstein and/or gravity [74, 87, 85,
81, 83, 82, 75]. For simplicity, in this work, we consider only lifts of metrics of type (14).
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when
F = ⋆ei ⊗ ϑi − ei ⊗ ⋆ϑi (15)
satisfies the condition F⌋ F = −I, i. e. F αβF β γ = −δαγ , where δαγ is the
Kronecker symbol and ”⌋” denotes the interior product.
The last result is important for elaborating an approach to geometric quan-
tization of mechanical systems modeled on nonholonomic manifolds [25] as
well for definition of almost complex structures derived from the real N–
connection geometry related to nonholonomic (anisotropic) Clifford struc-
tures and spinors in commutative [69, 72, 86, 88, 84] and noncommutative
spaces [76, 77, 78].
2.2.2 N–connections in gravity theories
For nonholonomic geometric models of gravity and string theories, one does
not consider the bundle T˜M but a general manifoldV, dimV = n+m, which
is a (pseudo) Riemannian space or a certain generalization with possible
torsion and nonmetricity fields. A metric structure is defined on V, with the
coefficients stated with respect to a local coordinate basis duα = (dxi, dya) ,
4
g = g
αβ
(u)duα ⊗ duβ
where
g
αβ
=
[
gij +N
a
i N
b
jhab N
e
j hae
N ei hbe hab
]
. (16)
A metric, for instance, parametrized in the form (16), is generic off–
diagonal if it can not be diagonalized by any coordinate transforms. Per-
forming a frame transform with the coefficients
e αα (u) =
[
e ii (u) N
b
i (u)e
a
b (u)
0 e aa (u)
]
, (17)
eββ(u) =
[
ei i(u) −N bk(u)eki (u)
0 eaa(u)
]
, (18)
we write equivalently the metric in the form
g = gαβ (u)ϑ
α ⊗ ϑβ = gij (u)ϑi ⊗ ϑj + hab (u) ⋆ϑa ⊗ ⋆ϑb, (19)
where gij + g (ei, ej) and hab + g (ea, eb) and
eα = e
α
α ∂α and ϑ
β = eββdu
β.
4the indices run correspondingly the values i, j, k, ... = 1, 2, ..., n and a, b, c, ... = n +
1, n+ 2, ..., n+m.
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are vielbeins of type (10) and (11) defined for arbitrary N bi (u). We can
consider a special class of manifolds provided with a global splitting into
conventional ”horizontal” and ”vertical” subspaces (20) induced by the ”off–
diagonal” terms N bi (u) and prescribed type of nonholonomic frame structure.
If the manifoldV is (pseudo) Riemannian, there is a unique linear connec-
tion (the Levi–Civita connection) ∇, which is metric, ∇g = 0, and torsion-
less, ∇T = 0. Nevertheless, the connection ∇ is not adapted to the noninte-
grable distribution induced by N bi (u). In this case, for instance, in order to
construct exact solutions parametrized by generic off–diagonal metrics, or for
investigating nonholonomic frame structures in gravity models with nontriv-
ial torsion, it is more convenient to work with more general classes of linear
connections which are N–adapted but contain nontrivial torsion coefficients
because of nontrivial nonholonomy coefficients W γαβ (12).
For a splitting of a (pseudo) Riemannian–Cartan space of dimension
(n + m) (under certain constraints, we can consider (pseudo) Riemannian
configurations), the Lagrange and Finsler type geometries were modeled by
N–anholonomic structures as exact solutions of gravitational field equations
[74, 87, 85, 81], see also Refs. [83, 82] for exact solutions with nonmetricity.
One holds [80] the
Result 2.6 The geometry of any Riemannian space of dimension n + m
where n,m ≥ 2 (we can consider n,m = 1 as special degenerated cases),
provided with off–diagonal metric structure of type (16) can be equivalently
modeled, by vielbein transforms of type (17) and (18) as a geometry of non-
holonomic manifold enabled with N–connection structure N bi (u) and ’more
diagonalized’ metric (19).
For particular cases, we present the
Remark 2.2 For certain special conditions when n = m, N bi =
(L)N bi (9)
and the metric (19) is of type (14), a such Riemann space of even dimension
is ’nonholonomically’ equivalent to a Lagrange space (for the corresponding
homogeneity conditions, see Definition 2.2, one obtains the equivalence to a
Finsler space).
Roughly speaking, by prescribing corresponding nonholonomic frame struc-
tures, we can model a Lagrange, or Finsler, geometry on a Riemannian man-
ifold and, inversely, a Riemannian geometry is ’not only a Riemannian one’
but also could be a generalized Finsler one. It is possible to define similar
constructions for the (pseudo) Riemannian spaces. This is a quite surprising
result if to compare it with the ”superficial” interpretation of the Finsler ge-
ometry as a nonlinear extension, ’more sophisticate’ on the tangent bundle,
of the Riemannian geometry.
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It is known the fact that the first example of Finsler geometry was consid-
ered in 1854 in the famous B. Riemann’s hability thesis (see historical details
and discussion in Refs. [94, 4, 57, 80]) who, for simplicity, restricted his
considerations only to the curvatures defined by quadratic forms on hyper-
surfaces. Sure, for B. Riemann, it was unknown the fact that if we consider
general (nonholonomic) frames with associated nonlinear connections (the E.
Cartan’s geometry, see Refs. in [10]) and off–diagonal metrics, the Finsler
geometry may be derived naturally even from quadratic metric forms being
adapted to the N–connection structure.
More rigorous geometric constructions involving the Cartan–Miron met-
ric connections and, respectively, the Berwald and Chern–Rund nonmetric
connections in Finsler geometry and generalizations, see more details in sub-
section 3.1, result in equivalence theorems to certain types of Riemann–
Cartan nonholonomic manifolds (with nontirvial N–connection and torsion)
and metric–affine nonholonomic manifolds (with additional nontrivial non-
metricity structures) [80].
This Result 2.6 give rise to an important:
Conclusion 2.1 To study generalized Finsler spinor and noncommutative
geometries is necessary even if we restrict our considerations only to (non)
commutative Riemannian geometries.
For simplicity, in this work we restrict our considerations only to cer-
tain Riemannian commutative and noncommutative geometries when the
N–connection and torsion are defined by corresponding nonholonomic frames.
2.3 N–anholonomic manifolds
Now we shall demonstrate how general N–connection structures define a cer-
tain class of nonholonomic geometries. In this case, it is convenient to work
on a general manifold V, dimV =n+m, with global splitting, instead of the
tangent bundle T˜M. The constructions will contain those from geometric
mechanics and gravity theories, as certain particular cases.
Let V be a (n + m)–dimensional manifold. It is supposed that in any
point u ∈ V there is a local distribution (splitting) Vu = Mu⊕Vu, where M
is a n−dimensional subspace and V is a m–dimensional subspace. The local
coordinates (in general, abstract ones both for holonomic and nonholonomic
variables) may be written in the form u = (x, y), or uα = (xi, ya) . We denote
by π⊤ : TV → TM the differential of a map π : V n+m → V n defined by
fiber preserving morphisms of the tangent bundles TV and TM. The kernel
of π⊤ is just the vertical subspace vV with a related inclusion mapping
i : vV→ TV.
13
Definition 2.6 A nonlinear connection (N–connection) N on a manifold V
is defined by the splitting on the left of an exact sequence
0→ vV i→ TV→ TV/vV→ 0,
i. e. by a morphism of submanifolds N : TV → vV such that N ◦ i is the
unity in vV.
In an equivalent form, we can say that a N–connection is defined by a
splitting to subspaces with a Whitney sum of conventional h–subspace, (hV) ,
and v–subspace, (vV) ,
TV = hV ⊕ vV (20)
where hV is isomorphic to M. This generalizes the splitting considered in
Result 2.3.
Locally, a N–connection is defined by its coefficients Nai (u),
N = Nai (u)dx
i ⊗ ∂
∂ya
. (21)
The well known class of linear connections consists a particular subclass with
the coefficients being linear on ya, i. e. Nai (u) = Γ
a
bj(x)y
b.
Any N–connection also defines a N–connection curvature
Ω =
1
2
Ωaijd
i ∧ dj ⊗ ∂a,
with N–connection curvature coefficients given by formula (12).
Definition 2.7 A manifold V is called N–anholonomic if on the tangent
space TV it is defined a local (nonintegrable) distribution (20), i. e. TV is
enabled with a N–connection (21) inducing a vielbein structure (10) satisfying
the nonholonomy relations (12) (such N–connections and associated vielbeins
may be general ones or any derived from a Lagrange/ Finsler fundamental
function).
We note that the boldfaced symbols are used for the spaces and geometric
objects provided/adapted to a N–connection structure. For instance, a vector
field X ∈ TV is expressed X = (X ≡ −X, ⋆X), or X = Xαeα = X iei +
Xaea, where X =
−X = X iei and
⋆X = Xaea state, respectively, the
irreducible (adapted to the N–connection structure) h– and v–components
of the vector (which following Refs. [56, 57] is called a distinguished vectors,
in brief, d–vector). In a similar fashion, the geometric objects on V like
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tensors, spinors, connections, ... are respectively defined and called d–tensors,
d–spinors, d–connections if they are adapted to the N–connection splitting.5
Definition 2.8 A d–metric structure on N–anholonomic manifold V is de-
fined by a symmetric d–tensor field of type g = [g, ⋆h] (19).
For any fixed values of coordinates u = (x, y) ∈ V a d–metric it defines
a symmetric quadratic d–metric form,
q(x,y)
.
= gijx
ixj + haby
ayb, (22)
where the n + m–splitting is defined by the N–connection structure and
x = xiei + x
aea, y = y
iei + y
aea ∈ V n+m.
Any d–metric is parametrized by a generic off–diagonal matrix (16) if the
coefficients are redefined with respect to a local coordinate basis (for corre-
sponding parametrizations of the the data [g, h,N ] such ansatz model a ge-
ometry of mechanics, or a Finsler like structure, in a Riemann–Cartan–Weyl
space provided with N–connection structure [80, 83]; for certain constraints,
there are possible models derived as exact solutions in Einsten gravity and
noncommutative generalizations [74, 81, 82]).
Remark 2.3 There is a special case when dimV =n + n, hab → gij and
Nai → N ji in (19), which models locally, on V, a tangent bundle struc-
ture. We denote a such space by V˜(n,n). If the N–connection and d–metric
coefficients are just the canonical ones for the Lagrange (Finsler) geometry
(see, respectively, formulas (9) and (14) ), we model such locally anisotropic
structures not on a tangent bundle TM but on a N–anholonomic manifold of
dimension 2n.
We present some historical remarks on N–connections and related sub-
jects: The geometrical aspects of the N–connection formalism has been stud-
ied since the first papers of E. Cartan [10] and A. Kawaguchi [35, 36] (who
used it in component form for Finsler geometry). Then one should be men-
tioned the so called Ehressman connection [23]) and the work of W. Barthel
[5] where the global definition of N–connection was given. In monographs
[56, 57, 58], the N–connection formalism was elaborated in details and ap-
plied to the geometry of generalized Finsler–Lagrange and Cartan–Hamilton
spaces, see also the approaches [42, 40, 24].It should be noted that the works
related to nonholonomic geometry and N–connections have appeared many
5In order to emphasize h– and v–splitting of any d–objects Y,g, ... we shall write the
irreducible components as Y = ( −Y, ⋆Y ), g = ( −g, ⋆g) but we shall omit ”−” or ”⋆” if
the simplified denotations will not result in ambiguities.
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times in a rather dispersive way when different schools of authors from geom-
etry, mechanics and physics have worked many times not having relation with
another. We cite only some our recent results with explicit applications in
modern mathematical physics and particle and string theories: N–connection
structures were modeled on Clifford and spinor bundles [69, 72, 88, 86], on
superbundles and in some directions of (super) string theory [71, 73], as well
in noncommutative geometry and gravity [76, 77, 78]. The idea to apply the
N–connections formalism as a new geometric method of constructing exact
solutions in gravity theories was suggested in Refs. [74, 75] and developed in
a number of works, see for instance, Ref. [87, 85, 81]).
3 Curvature of N–anholonomic Manifolds
The geometry of nonholonomic manifolds has a long time history of yet
unfinished elaboration: For instance, in the review [93] it is stated that it is
probably impossible to construct an analog of the Riemannian tensor for the
general nonholonomic manifold. In a more recent review [55], it is emphasized
that in the past there were proposed well defined Riemannian tensors for
a number of spaces provided with nonholonomic distributions, like Finsler
and Lagrange spaces and various type of theirs higher order generalizations,
i. e. for nonholonomic manifolds possessing corresponding N–connection
structures. As some examples of first such investigations, we cite the works
[54, 53, 19]. In this section we shall construct in explicit form the curvature
tensor for the N–anholonomic manifolds.
3.1 Distinguished connections
On N–anholonomic manifolds, the geometric constructions can be adapted
to the N–connection structure:
Definition 3.1 A distinguished connection (d–connection) D on a manifold
V is a linear connection conserving under parallelism the Whitney sum (20)
defining a general N–connection.
The N–adapted components Γαβγ of a d-connection Dα = (δα⌋D) are
defined by the equations Dαδβ = Γ
γ
αβδγ , or
Γγαβ (u) = (Dαδβ)⌋δγ. (23)
In its turn, this defines a N–adapted splitting into h– and v–covariant deriva-
tives, D = D + ⋆D, where Dk =
(
Lijk, L
a
bk
)
and ⋆Dc =
(
C ijk, C
a
bc
)
are
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introduced as corresponding h- and v–parametrizations of (23),
Lijk = (Dkej)⌋ϑi, Labk = (Dkeb)⌋ϑa, C ijc = (Dcej)⌋ϑi, Cabc = (Dceb)⌋ϑa.
The components Γγαβ =
(
Lijk, L
a
bk, C
i
jc, C
a
bc
)
completely define a d–connection
D on a N–anholonomic manifold V.
The simplest way to perform computations with d–connections is to use
N–adapted differential forms like Γαβ = Γ
α
βγϑ
γ with the coefficients defined
with respect to N–elongate bases (11) and (10).
The torsion of d–connection D is defined by the usual formula
T(X,Y) + DXDY −DYDX − [X,Y].
Theorem 3.1 The torsion Tα + Dϑα = dϑα + Γαβ ∧ ϑβ of a d–connection
has the irreducible h- v– components (d–torsions)with N–adapted coefficients
T ijk = L
i
[jk], T
i
ja = −T iaj = C ija, T aji = Ωaji,
T abi = T
a
ib =
∂Nai
∂yb
− Labi, T abc = Ca[bc]. (24)
Proof. By a straightforward calculation we can verify the formulas.
The Levi–Civita linear connection ∇ = {∇Γαβγ}, with vanishing both
torsion and nonmetricity, is not adapted to the global splitting (20). One
holds:
Proposition 3.1 There is a preferred, canonical d–connection structure, D̂,
on N–anholonomic manifold V constructed only from the metric and N–
connection coefficients [gij, hab, N
a
i ] and satisfying the metricity conditions
D̂g = 0 and T̂ ijk = 0 and T̂
a
bc = 0.
Proof. By straightforward calculations with respect to the N–adapted
bases (11) and (10), we can verify that the connection
Γ̂αβγ =
∇Γαβγ + P̂
α
βγ (25)
with the deformation d–tensor
P̂αβγ = (P
i
jk = 0, P
a
bk =
∂Nak
∂yb
, P ijc = −
1
2
gikΩakjhca, P
a
bc = 0)
satisfies the conditions of this Proposition. It should be noted that, in gen-
eral, the components T̂ ija, T̂
a
ji and T̂
a
bi are not zero. This is an anholonomic
frame (or, equivalently, off–diagonal metric) effect.
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With respect to the N–adapted frames, the coefficients
Γ̂γαβ =
(
L̂ijk, L̂
a
bk, Ĉ
i
jc, Ĉ
a
bc
)
are computed:
L̂ijk =
1
2
gir
(
δgjr
∂xk
+
δgkr
∂xj
− δgjk
∂xr
)
, (26)
L̂abk =
∂Nak
∂yb
+
1
2
hac
(
δhbc
∂xk
− ∂N
d
k
∂yb
hdc − ∂N
d
k
∂yc
hdb
)
,
Ĉ ijc =
1
2
gik
∂gjk
∂yc
,
Ĉabc =
1
2
had
(
∂hbd
∂yc
+
∂hcd
∂yb
− ∂hbc
∂yd
)
.
The d–connection (26) defines the ’most minimal’ N–adapted extension of the
Levi–Civita connection in order to preserve the metricity condition and to
have zero torsions on the h– and v–subspaces (the rest of nonzero torsion co-
efficients are defined by the condition of compatibility with the N–connection
splitting).
Remark 3.1 The canonical d–connection D̂ (26) for a local modelling of a
T˜M space on V˜(n,n) is defined by the coefficients Γ̂
γ
αβ = (L̂
i
jk, Ĉ
i
jk) with
L̂ijk =
1
2
gir
(
δgjr
∂xk
+
δgkr
∂xj
− δgjk
∂xr
)
, Ĉ ijk =
1
2
gir
(
∂gjr
∂yk
+
∂gkr
∂yj
− ∂gjk
∂yr
)
(27)
computed with respect to N–adapted bases (10) and (11) when L̂ijk and Ĉ
i
jk
define respectively the canonical h– and v–covariant derivations.
Various models of Finsler geometry and generalizations were elaborated
by using different types of d–connections which satisfy, or not, the compati-
bility conditions with a fixed d–metric structure (for instance, with a Sasaki
type one). Let us consider the main examples:
Example 3.1 The Cartan’s d–connection [10] with the coefficients (27) was
defined by some generalized Christoffel symbols with the aim to have a ’min-
imal’ torsion and to preserve the metricity condition. This approach was de-
veloped for generalized Lagrange spaces and on vector bundles provided with
N–connection structure [56, 57] by introducing the canonical d–connection
(26). The direction emphasized metric compatible and N–adapted geometric
constructions.
An alternative class of Finsler geometries is concluded in monographs
[4, 94]:
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Example 3.2 It was the idea of C. C. Chern [16] (latter also proposed by
H. Rund [64]) to consider a d–connection [Chern]Γγαβ = (L̂
i
jk, C
i
jk = 0)
and to work not on a tangent bundle TM but to try to ’keep maximally’ the
constructions on the base manifold M. The Chern d–connection, as well the
Berwald d–connection [Berwald]Γγαβ = (L
i
jk =
∂N i
k
∂yj
, C ijk = 0) [7], are not
subjected to the metricity conditions.
We note that the constructions mentioned in the last example define certain
’nonmetric geometries’ (a Finsler modification of the Riemann–Cartan–Weyl
spaces). For the Chern’s connection, the torsion vanishes but there is a
nontrivial nonmetricity. A detailed study and classification of Finsler–affine
spaces with general nontrivial N–connection, torsion and nonmetricity was
recently performed in Refs. [80, 83, 82]. Here we also note that we may
consider any linear connection can be generated by deformations of type
Γαβγ = Γ̂
α
βγ +P
α
βγ. (28)
This splits all geometric objects into canonical and post-canonical pieces
which results in N–adapted geometric constructions.
In order to define spinors on generalized Lagrange and Finsler spaces
[69, 72, 86, 88] the canonical d–connection and Cartan’s d–connection were
used because the metric compatibility allows the simplest definition of Clif-
ford structures locally adapted to the N–connection. This is also the simplest
way to define the Dirac operator for generalized Finsler spaces and to extend
the constructions to noncommutative Finsler geometry [76, 77, 78]. The geo-
metric constructions with general metric compatible affine connection (with
torsion) are preferred in modern gravity and string theories. Nevertheless,
the geometrical and physical models with generic nonmetricity also present
certain interest [28, 80, 83, 82] (see also [46] where nonmetricity is consid-
ered to be important in quantum group co gravity). In such cases, we can
use deformations of connection (28) in order to ’deform’, for instance, the
spinorial geometric constructions defined by the canonical d–connection and
to transform them into certain ’nonmetric’ configurations.
3.2 Curvature of d–connections
The curvature of a d–connection D on an N–anholonomic manifold is defined
by the usual formula
R(X,Y)Z + DXDYZ−DYDXZ−D[X,X]Z.
By straightforward calculations we prove:
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Theorem 3.2 The curvature Rαβ + DΓαβ = dΓαβ−Γγβ∧Γαγ of a d–connection
D .= Γαγ has the irreducible h- v– components (d–curvatures) of Rαβγδ,
Ri hjk = ekL
i
hj − ejLi hk + LmhjLimk − LmhkLimj − C ihaΩakj,
Rabjk = ekL
a
bj − ejLabk + LcbjLack − LcbkLacj − CabcΩckj,
Ri jka = eaL
i
jk −DkC ija + C ijbT bka, (29)
Rcbka = eaL
c
bk −DkCcba + CcbdT cka,
Ri jbc = ecC
i
jb − ebC ijc + ChjbC ihc − ChjcC ihb,
Rabcd = edC
a
bc − ecCabd + CebcCaed − CebdCaec.
Remark 3.2 For an N–anholonomic manifold V˜(n,n) provided with N–sym-
pletic canonical d–connection Γ̂ταβ , see (27), the d–curvatures (29) reduces
to three irreducible components
Ri hjk = ekL
i
hj − ejLi hk + LmhjLimk − LmhkLimj − C ihaΩakj,
Ri jka = eaL
i
jk −DkC ija + C ijbT bka, (30)
Rabcd = edC
a
bc − ecCabd + CebcCaed − CebdCaec
where all indices i, j, k... and a, b, .. run the same values but label the compo-
nents with respect to different h– or v–frames.
Contracting respectively the components of (29) and (30) we prove:
Corollary 3.1 The Ricci d–tensor Rαβ + R
τ
αβτ has the irreducible h- v–
components
Rij + R
k
ijk, Ria + −Rkika, Rai + Rbaib, Rab + Rcabc, (31)
for a general N–holonomic manifold V, and
Rij + R
k
ijk, Ria + −Rkika, Rab + Rcabc, (32)
for an N–anholonomic manifold V˜(n,n).
Corollary 3.2 The scalar curvature of a d–connection is
←−
R + gαβRαβ = g
ijRij + h
abRab, (33)
defined by the ”pure” h– and v–components of (32).
Corollary 3.3 The Einstein d–densor is computed Gαβ = Rαβ − 12gαβ
←−
R .
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For physical applications, the Riemann, Ricci and Einstein d–tensors can
be computed for the canonical d–connection. We can redefine the construc-
tions for arbitrary d–connections by using the corresponding deformation
tensors like in (28), for instance,
Rαβ = R̂αβ +DPαβ + Pαγ ∧ Pγβ (34)
for Pαβ = Pαβγϑγ. A set of examples of such deformations are analyzed in
Refs. [80, 83, 82].
4 Noncommutative N–Anholonomic Spaces
In this section, we outline how the analogs of basic objects in commutative
geometry of N–anholonomic manifolds, such as vector/tangent bundles, N–
and d–connections can be defined in noncommutative geometry [77, 78]. We
note that the A. Connes’ functional analytic approach [17] to the noncommu-
tative topology and geometry is based on the theory of noncommutative C∗–
algebras. Any commutative C∗–algebra can be realized as the C∗–algebra of
complex valued functions over locally compact Hausdorff space. A noncom-
mutative C∗–algebra can be thought of as the algebra of continuous functions
on some ’noncommutative space’ (see main definitions and results in Refs.
[17, 29, 39, 44]).
The starting idea of noncommutative geometry is to derive the geometric
properties of “commutative” spaces from their algebras of functions char-
acterized by involutive algebras of operators by dropping the condition of
commutativity (see the Gelfand and Naimark theorem [31]). A space topol-
ogy is defined by the algebra of commutative continuous functions, but the
geometric constructions request a differentiable structure. Usually, one con-
siders a differentiable and compact manifoldM, dimN = n (there is an open
problem how to include in noncommutative geometry spaces with indefinite
metric signature like pseudo–Euclidean and pseudo–Riemannian ones). In
order to construct models of commutative and noncommutative differential
geometries it is more or less obvious that the class of algebras of smooth
functions, C .= C∞(M) is more appropriate. If M is a smooth manifold, it
is possible to reconstruct this manifold with its smooth structure and the
attached objects (differential forms, etc...) by starting from C considered as
an abstract (commutative) unity ∗–algebra with involution. As a set M can
be identified with the set of characters of C, but its differential structure is
connected with the abundance of derivations of C which identify with the
smooth vector fields on M. There are two standard constructions: 1) when
the vector fields are considered to be the derivations of C (into itself) or 2)
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one considers a generalization of the calculus of differential forms which is
the Kahler differential calculus (see, details in Lectures [21]). The noncom-
mutative versions of differential geometry may be elaborated if the algebra
of smooth complex functions on a smooth manifold is replaced by a noncom-
mutative associative unity complex ∗–algebra A.
The geometry of commutative gauge and gravity theories is derived from
the notions of connections (linear and nonlinear ones), metrics and frames of
references on manifolds and vector bundle spaces. The possibility of extend-
ing such theories to some noncommutative models is based on the Serre–Swan
theorem [68] stating that there is a complete equivalence between the cate-
gory of (smooth) vector bundles over a smooth compact space (with bundle
maps) and the category of porjective modules of finite type over commutative
algebras and module morphisms. So, the space Γ (E) of smooth sections of
a vector bundle E over a compact space is a projective module of finite type
over the algebra C (M) of smooth functions over M and any finite projective
C (M)–module can be realized as the module of sections of some vector bun-
dle over M. This construction may be extended if a noncommutative algebra
A is taken as the starting ingredient: the noncommutative analogue of vector
bundles are projective modules of finite type over A. This way one developed
a theory of linear connections which culminates in the definition of Yang–
Mills type actions or, by some much more general settings, one reproduced
Lagrangians for the Standard model with its Higgs sector or different type
of gravity and Kaluza–Klein models (see, for instance, Refs [17, 44]).
4.1 Modules as bundles
A vector space E over the complex number field IC can be defined also as a
right module of an algebra A over IC which carries a right representation of
A, when for every map of elements E ×A ∋ (η, a) → ηa ∈ E one hold the
properties
λ(ab) = (λa)b, λ(a+ b) = λa + λb, (λ+ µ)a = λa + µa
fro every λ, µ ∈ E and a, b ∈ A.
Having two A–modules E and F , a morphism of E into F is any linear
map ρ : E → F which is also A–linear, i. e. ρ(ηa) = ρ(η)a for every η ∈ E
and a ∈ A.
We can define in a similar (dual) manner the left modules and theirs mor-
phisms which are distinct from the right ones for noncommutative algebras
A. A bimodule over an algebra A is a vector space E which carries both a
left and right module structures. The bimodule structure is important for
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modeling of real geometries starting from complex structures. We may define
the opposite algebra Ao with elements ao being in bijective correspondence
with the elements a ∈ A while the multiplication is given by aobo = (ba)o .A
right (respectively, left)A–module E is connected to a left (respectively right)
Ao–module via relations aoη = ηao (respectively, aη = ηa). One introduces
the enveloping algebra Aε = A⊗IC Ao; any A–bimodule E can be regarded
as a right [left] Aε–module by setting η (a⊗ bo) = bηa [(a⊗ bo) η = aηb] .
For a (for instance, right) module E , we may introduce a family of ele-
ments (et)t∈T parametrized by any (finite or infinite) directed set T for which
any element η ∈ E is expressed as a combination (in general, in more than
one manner) η =
∑
t∈T etat with at ∈ A and only a finite number of non van-
ishing terms in the sum. A family (et)t∈T is free if it consists from linearly
independent elements and defines a basis if any element η ∈ E can be written
as a unique combination (sum). One says a module to be free if it admits a
basis. The module E is said to be of finite type if it is finitely generated, i.
e. it admits a generating family of finite cardinality.
Let us consider the module AK + ICK⊗ICA. The elements of this module
can be thought as K–dimensional vectors with entries in A and written
uniquely as a linear combination η =
∑K
t=1 etat were the basis et identified
with the canonical basis of ICK . This is a free and finite type module. In
general, we can have bases of different cardinality. However, if a module E is
of finite type there is always an integer K and a module surjection ρ : AK →
E with a base being a image of a free basis, ǫj = ρ(ej); j = 1, 2, ..., K.
We say that a rightA–module E is projective if for every surjective module
morphism ρ :M→ N splits, i. e. there exists a module morphism s : E →
M such that ρ◦s = idE . There are different definitions of porjective modules
(see Ref. [39] on properties of such modules). Here we note the property that
if a A–module E is projective, there exists a free module F and a module E ′
(being a priory projective) such that F = E ⊕ E ′.
For the right A–module E being projective and of finite type with sur-
jection ρ : AK → E and following the projective property we can find a
lift λ˜ : E → AK such that ρ ◦ λ˜ = idE . There is a proof of the property
that the module E is projective of finite type over A if and only if there
exists an idempotent p ∈ EndAAK = MK(A), p2 = p, the MK(A) denoting
the algebra of K × K matrices with entry in A, such that E = pAK. We
may associate the elements of E to K–dimensional column vectors whose
elements are in A, the collection of which are invariant under the map p,
E = {ξ = (ξ1, ..., ξK); ξj ∈ A, pξ = ξ}. For simplicity, we shall use the term
finite projective to mean projective of finite type.
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4.2 Nonlinear connections in projective modules
The nonlinear connection (N–connection) for noncommutative spaces can be
defined similarly to commutative spaces by considering instead of usual vector
bundles theirs noncommutative analogs defined as finite projective modules
over noncommutative algebras [77]. The explicit constructions depend on the
type of differential calculus we use for definition of tangent structures and
theirs maps. In this subsection, we shall consider such projective modules
provided with N–connection which define noncommutative analogous both
of vector bundles and of N–anholonomic manifolds (see Definition 2.7).
In general, one can be defined several differential calculi over a given alge-
bra A (for a more detailed discussion within the context of noncommutative
geometry, see Refs. [17, 44]). For simplicity, in this work we consider that
a differential calculus on A is fixed, which means that we choose a (graded)
algebra Ω∗(A) = ∪pΩp(A) giving a differential structure to A. The elements
of Ωp(A) are called p–forms. There is a linear map d which takes p–forms into
(p+ 1)–forms and which satisfies a graded Leibniz rule as well the condition
d2 = 0. By definition Ω0(A) = A.
The differential df of a real or complex variable on a N–anholonomic
manifold V
df = δif dx
i + ∂af δy
a,
δif = ∂if −Nai ∂af , δya = dya +Nai dxi,
where the N–elongated derivatives and differentials are defined respectively
by formulas (10) and (11), in the noncommutative case is replaced by a
distinguished commutator (d–commutator)
df = [F, f ] =
[
F [h], f
]
+
[
F [v], f
]
where the operator F [h] (F [v]) acts on the horizontal (vertical) projective sub-
module and this operator is defined by a fixed differential calculus Ω∗(A[h])
(Ω∗(A[v])) on the so–called horizontal (vertical) A[h] (A[v]) algebras. We con-
clude that in order to elaborated noncommutative versions of N–anholonomic
manifolds we need couples of ’horizontal’ and ’vertical’ operators which re-
flects the nonholonomic splitting given by the N–connection structure.
Let us consider instead of a N–anholonomic manifold V an A–module E
being projective and of finite type. For a fixed differential calculus on E we
define the tangent structures TE .
Definition 4.1 A nonlinear connection (N–connection) N on an A–module
E is defined by the splitting on the left of an exact sequence of finite projective
A–moduli
0→ vE i→ TE → TE/vE → 0,
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i. e. by a morphism of submanifolds N : TE → vE such that N ◦ i is the
unity in vE .
In an equivalent form, we can say that a N–connection is defined by a splitting
to projective submodules with a Whitney sum of conventional h–submodule,
(hE) , and v–submodule, (vE) ,
TE = hE ⊕ vE . (35)
We note that locally hE is isomorphic to TM where M is a differential
compact manifold of dimension n.
The Definition 4.1 reconsiders for noncommutative spaces the Defini-
tion 2.6. In result, we may generalize the concept of ’commutative’ N–
anholonomic space:
Definition 4.2 A N–anholonomic noncommutative space EN is an A–modu-
le E possessing a tangent structure TE defined by a Whitney sum of projective
submodules (35).
Such geometric constructions depend on the type of fixed differential calculus,
i. e. on the procedure how the tangent spaces are defined.
Remark 4.1 Locally always N–connections exist, but it is not obvious if they
could be glued together. In the classical case of vector bundles over paracom-
pact manifolds this is possible [56]. If there is an appropriate partition of
unity, a similar result can be proved for finite projective modules. For cer-
tain applications, it is more convenient to use the Dirac operator already
defined on N–anholonomic manifolds, see Section 6.
In order to understand how the N–connection structure may be taken
into account on noncommutative spaces but distinguished from the class of
linear gauge fields, we analyze an example:
4.3 Commutative and noncommutative gauge d–fields
Let us consider a N–anholonomic manifold V and a vector bundle β =
(B, π,V) with π : B → V with a typical k-dimensional vector fiber. In
local coordinates a linear connection (a gauge field) in β is given by a collec-
tion of differential operators
∇α = Dα +Bα(u),
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acting on TξN where
Dα = δα ± Γ··α with Di = δi ± Γ··i and Da = ∂a ± Γ··a
is a d–connection in V (α = 1, 2, ..., n + m), with the operator δα, being
N–elongated as in (10), u = (x, y) ∈ ξN and Bα are k × k–matrix valued
functions. For every vector field
X = Xα(u)δα = X
i(u)δi +X
a(u)∂a ∈ TV
we can consider the operator
Xα(u)∇α(f · s) = f · ∇Xs+ δXf · s (36)
for any section s ∈ B and function f ∈ C∞(V), where
δXf = X
αδα and ∇fX = f∇X .
In the simplest definition we assume that there is a Lie algebra GLB that acts
on associative algebra B by means of infinitesimal automorphisms (deriva-
tions). This means that we have linear operators δX : B → B which linearly
depend on X and satisfy
δX(a · b) = (δXa) · b+ a · (δXb)
for any a, b ∈ B. The mapping X → δX is a Lie algebra homomorphism, i.
e. δ[X,Y ] = [δX , δY ].
Now we consider respectively instead of commutative spaces V and β the
finite projective A–module EN , provided with N–connection structure, and
the finite projective B–module Eβ.
A d–connection ∇X on Eβ is by definition a set of linear d–operators,
adapted to the N–connection structure, depending linearly on X and satis-
fying the Leibniz rule
∇X(b · e) = b · ∇X(e) + δXb · e (37)
for any e ∈ Eβ and b ∈ B. The rule (37) is a noncommutative generalization
of (36). We emphasize that both operators ∇X and δX are distinguished
by the N–connection structure and that the difference of two such linear
d–operators, ∇X −∇′X commutes with action of B on Eβ, which is an endo-
morphism of Eβ. Hence, if we fix some fiducial connection ∇′X (for instance,
∇′X = DX) on Eβ an arbitrary connection has the form
∇X = DX +BX ,
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where BX ∈ EndBEβ depend linearly on X.
The curvature of connection ∇X is a two–form FXY which values linear
operator in B and measures a deviation of mapping X → ∇X from being a
Lie algebra homomorphism,
FXY = [∇X ,∇Y ]−∇[X,Y ].
The usual curvature d–tensor is defined as
Fαβ = [∇α,∇β]−∇[α,β].
The simplest connection on a finite projective B–module Eβ is to be spec-
ified by a projector P : Bk ⊗ Bk when the d–operator δX acts naturally on
the free module Bk. The operator ∇LCX = P · δX ·P is called the Levi–Civita
operator and satisfy the condition Tr[∇LCX , φ] = 0 for any endomorphism
φ ∈ EndBEβ. From this identity, and from the fact that any two connections
differ by an endomorphism that Tr[∇X , φ] = 0 for an arbitrary connection
∇X and an arbitrary endomorphism φ, that instead of ∇LCX we may consider
equivalently the canonical d–connection, constructed only from d-metric and
N–connection coefficients.
5 Nonholonomic Clifford–Lagrange Structu-
res
The geometry of spinors on generalized Lagrange and Finsler spaces was
elaborated in Refs. [69, 72, 86, 88]. It was applied for definition of non-
commutative extensions of the Finsler geometry related to certain models of
Einstein, gauge and string gravity [71, 77, 78, 74, 87, 84]. Recently, it is was
proposed an extended Clifford approach to relativity, strings and noncom-
mutativity based on the concept of ”C–space” [11, 12, 14, 15].
The aim of this section is to formulate the geometry of nonholonomic
Clifford–Lagrange structures in a form adapted to generalizations for non-
commutative spaces.
5.1 Clifford d–module
Let V be a compact N–anholonomic manifold. We denote, respectively,
by TxV and T
∗
xV the tangent and cotangent spaces in a point x ∈ V. We
consider a complex vector bundle τ : E → V where, in general, both the base
V and the total space E may be provided with N–connection structure, and
denote by Γ∞(E) (respectively, Γ(E)) the set of differentiable (continous)
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sections of E. The symbols χ(M) = Γ∞(TM) and Ω1(M)
.
= Γ∞(T∗M) are
used respectively for the set of d–vectors and one d–forms on TM.
5.1.1 Clifford–Lagrange functionals
In the simplest case, a generic nonholonomic Clifford structure can be associ-
ated to a Lagrange metric on a n–dimensional real vector space V n provided
with a Lagrange quadratic form L(y) = qL(y, y), see subsection 2.1. We
consider the exterior algebra ∧V n defined by the identity element II and an-
tisymmetric products v[1] ∧ ... ∧ v[k] with v[1], ..., v[k] ∈ V n for k ≤ dimV n
where II ∧ v = v, v[1] ∧ v[2] = −v[2] ∧ v[1], ...
Definition 5.1 The Clifford–Lagrange (or Clifford–Minkowski) algebra is a
∧V n algebra provided with a product
uv + vu = 2(L)g(u, v) II (38)
(or uv + vu = 2(F )g(u, v) II ) (39)
for any u, v ∈ V n and (L)g(u, v) (or (F )g(u, v)) defined by formulas (2)
(or(3)).
For simplicity, hereafter we shall prefer to write down the formulas for
the Lagrange configurations instead of dubbing of similar formulas for the
Finsler configurations.
We can introduce the complex Clifford–Lagrange algebra ICl(L)(V
n) struc-
ture by using the complex unity “i”, VIC
.
= V n + iV n, enabled with complex
metric
(L)gIC(u, v + iw)
.
= (L)g(u, v) + i (L)g(u, w),
which results in certain isomorphisms of matix algebras (see, for instance,
[29]),
ICl(IR2m) ≃ M2m(IC),
ICl(IR2m+1) ≃ M2m(IC)⊕M2m(IC).
We omitted the label (L) because such isomorphisms hold true for any
quadratic forms.
The Clifford–Lagrange algebra possesses usual properties:
1. On ICl(L)(V
n), it is linearly defined the involution ”*”,
(λv[1]...v[k])
∗ = λv[1]...v[k], ∀λ ∈ IC.
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2. There is a IZ2 graduation,
ICl(L)(V
n) = ICl+(L)(V
n)⊕ ICl−(L)(V n)
with χ(L)(a) = ±1 for a ∈ ICl±(L)(V n), where ICl+(L)(V n), or ICl−(L)(V n),
are defined by products of an odd, or even, number of vectors.
3. For positive definite forms qL(u, v), one defines the chirality of
ICl(L)(V
n),
γ(L) = (−i)ne1e2...en, γ2 = γ∗γ = II
where {ei}ni=1 is an orthonormal basis of V n and n = 2n′, or = 2n′+1.
In a more general case, a nonholonomic Clifford structure is defined by
quadratic d–metric form q(x,y) (22) on a n +m–dimensional real d–vector
space V n+m with the (n+m)–splitting defined by the N–connection structure.
Definition 5.2 The Clifford d–algebra is a ∧V n+m algebra provided with a
product
uv + vu = 2g(u,v) II (40)
or, equivalently, distinguished into h– and v–products
uv + vu = 2g(u, v) II
and
⋆u ⋆v + ⋆v ⋆u = 2 ⋆h( ⋆u, ⋆v) II
for any u = (u, ⋆u), v = (v, ⋆v) ∈ V n+m.
Such Clifford d–algebras have similar properties on the irreducible h– and
v–components as the Clifford–Lagrange algebras. We may define a stan-
dard complexification but it should be emphasized that for n = m the N–
connection (in particular, the canonical Lagrange N–connection) induces nat-
urally an almost complex structure (15) which gives the possibility to define
almost complex Clifford d–algebras (see details in [69, 88]).
5.1.2 Clifford–Lagrange and Clifford N–anholonomic structures
A metric on a manifold M is defined by sections of the tangent bundle TM
provided with a bilinear symmetric form on continous sections Γ(TM). In
Lagrange geometry, the metric structure is of type (L)gij(x, y) (2) which allows
us to define Clifford–Lagrange algebras ICl(L)(TxM), in any point x ∈ TM,
γiγj + γjγi = 2
(L)gij II.
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For any point x ∈M and fixed y = y0, one exists a standard complexification,
TxM
IC .= TxM + iTxM, which can be used for definition of the ’involution’
operator on sections of TxM
IC,
σ1σ2(x)
.
= σ2(x)σ1(x), σ
∗(x)
.
= σ(x)∗, ∀x ∈M,
where ”*” denotes the involution on every ICl(L)(TxM). The norm is defined
by using the Lagrange norm, see Definition 2.1,
‖ σ ‖L .= supx∈M {| σ(x) |L},
which defines a C∗L–algebra instead of the usual C
∗–algebra of ICl(TxM).
Such constructions can be also performed on the cotangent space TxM, or
for any vector bundle E on M enabled with a symmetric bilinear form of
class C∞ on Γ∞(E)× Γ∞(E).
For Lagrange spaces modeled on T˜M, there is a natural almost complex
structure F (15) induced by the canonical N–connection (L)N, see the Results
2.2, 2.4 and 2.5, which allows also to construct an almost Kahler model of
Lagrange geometry, see details in Refs. [56, 57], and to define an Clifford–
Kahler d–algebra ICl(KL)(TxM) [69], for y = y0, being provided with the
norm
‖ σ ‖KL .= supx∈M {| σ(x) |KL},
which on TxM is defined by projecting on x the d–metric
(L)g (14).
In order to model Clifford–Lagrange structures on T˜M and T˜ ∗M it is
necessary to consider d–metrics induced by Lagrangians:
Definition 5.3 A Clifford–Lagrange space on a manifold M enabled with a
fundamental metric (L)gij(x, y) (5) and canonical N–connection
(L)N ij (9)
inducing a Sasaki type d–metric (L)g (14) is defined as a Clifford bundle
ICl(L)(M)
.
= ICl(L)(T
∗M).
For a general N–anholonomic manifold V of dimension n +m provided
with a general d–metric structure g (19) (for instance, in a gravitational
model, or constructed by conformal transforms and embeddings into higher
dimensions of a Lagrange (or Finsler) d–metrics), we introduce
Definition 5.4 A Clifford N–anholonomic bundle on V is defined as
ICl(N)(V)
.
= ICl(N)(T
∗V).
Let us consider a complex vector bundle π : E → M provided with N–
connection structure which can be defined by a corresponding exact chain of
subbundles, or nonintegrable distributions, like for real vector bundles, see
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[56, 57] and subsection 2.3. Denoting by V mIC the typical fiber (a complex
vector space), we can define the usual Clifford map
c : ICl(T ∗M)→ End(V mIC)
via (by convention, left) action on sections c(σ)σ1(x)
.
= c(σ(x))σ1(x).
Definition 5.5 The Clifford d–module (distinguished by a N–connection) of
a N–anholonomic vector bundle E is defined by the C(M)–module Γ(E) of
continuous sections in E,
c : Γ(ICl(M))→ End(Γ(E)).
In an alternative case, one considers a complex vector bundle π : E → V
on an N–anholonomic space V when the N–connection structure is given for
the base manifold.
Definition 5.6 The Clifford d–module of a vector bundle E is defined by the
C(V)–module Γ(E) of continuous sections in E,
c : Γ(ICl(N)(V))→ End(Γ(E)).
A Clifford d–module with both N–anholonomic total space E and base
space V with corresponding N–connections (in general, two independent
ones, but the N–connection in the distinguished complex vector bundle must
be adapted to the N–connection on the base) has to be defined by an ”inter-
ference” of Definitions 5.5 and 5.6.
5.2 N–anholonomic spin structures
Usually, the spinor bundle on a manifold M, dimM = n, is constructed
on the tangent bundle by substituting the group SO(n) by its universal
covering Spin(n). If a Lagrange fundamental quadratic form (L)gij(x, y) (5)
is defined on Tx,M we can consider Lagrange–spinor spaces in every point
x ∈ M. The constructions can be completed on T˜M by using the Sasaki type
metric (L)g (14) being similar for any type of N–connection and d–metric
structure on TM. On general N–anholonomic manifolds V, dimV = n +m,
the distinguished spinor space (in brief, d–spinor space) is to be derived from
the d–metric (19) and adapted to the N–connection structure. In this case,
the group SO(n+m) is not only substituted by Spin(n+m) but with respect
to N–adapted frames (10) and (11) one defines irreducible decompositions to
Spin(n)⊕ Spin(m).
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5.2.1 Lagrange spin groups
Let us consider a vector space V n provided with Clifford–Lagrange structures
as in subsection 5.1. We denote a such space as V n(L) in order to emphasize
that its tangent space is provided with a Lagrange type quadratic form (L)g.
In a similar form, we shall write ICl(L)(V
n) ≡ ICl(V n(L)) if this will be more
convenient. A vector u ∈ V n(L) has a unity length on the Lagrange quadratic
form if (L)g(u, u) = 1, or u2 = II, as an element of corresponding Clifford
algebra, which follows from (38). We define an endomorphism of V n :
φu(L)
.
= χ(L)(u)vu
−1 = −uvu = (uv − 2 (L)g(u, v))u = u− 2 (L)g(u, v)u
where χ(L) is the IZ2 graduation defined by
(L)g. By multiplication,
φu1u2(L) (v)
.
= u−12 u
−1
1 vu1u2 = φ
u2
(L) ◦ φu1(L)(v),
which defines the subgroup SO(V n(L)) ⊂ O(V n(L)). Now we can define [69, 88]
Definition 5.7 The space of complex Lagrange spins is defined by the sub-
group Spinc(L)(n) ≡ Spinc(V n(L)) ⊂ ICl(V n(L)), determined by the products of
pairs of vectors w ∈ V IC(L) when w .= λu where λ is a complex number of
module 1 and u is of unity length in V n(L).
We note that kerφ(L) ∼= U(1). We can define a homomorphism ν(L) with
values in U(1),
ν(L)(w) = w2k...w1w1...w2k = λ1...λ2k,
where w = w1...w2k ∈ Spinc(V n(L)) and λi = w2i ∈ U(1).
Definition 5.8 The group of real Lagrange spins Spinc(L)(n) ≡ Spin(V n(L))
is defined by ker ν(L).
The complex conjugation on ICl(V n(L)) is usually defined as λv
.
= λv for
λ ∈ IC, v ∈ V n(L). So, any element w ∈ Spin(V n(L)) satisfies the conditions
w∗w = w∗w = II and w = w. If we take V n(L) = IR
n provided with a (pseudo)
Euclidean quadratic form instead of the Lagrange norm, we obtain the usual
spin–group constructions from the (pseudo) Euclidean geometry.
5.2.2 Lagrange spinors and d–spinors: Main Result 1
A usual spinor is a section of a vector bundle S on a manifold M when an
irreducible representation of the group Spin(M)
.
= Spin(T ∗xM) is defined on
the typical fiber. The set of sections Γ(S) is a irreducible Clifford module.
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If the base manifold of type M(L), or is a general N–anholonomic manifold
V, we have to define the spinors on such spaces as to be adapted to the
respective N–connection structure.
In the case when the base space is of even dimension (the geometric
constructions in in this subsection will be considered for even dimensions
both for the base and typical fiber spaces), one should consider the so–called
Morita equivalence (see details in [29, 50] for a such equivalence between
C(M) and Γ(ICl(M))). One says that two algebras A and B are Morita–
equivalent if
E ⊗A F ≃ B and F ⊗B F ≃ A,
respectively, for B– and A–bimodules and B −A–bimodule E and A− B–
bimodule F . If we study algebras through theirs representations, we also
have to consider various algebras related by the Morita equivalence.
Definition 5.9 A Lagrange spinor bundle S(L) on a manifold M, dimM =
n, is a complex vector bundle with both defined action of the spin group
Spin(V n(L)) on the typical fiber and an irreducible reprezentation of the group
Spin(L)(M) ≡ Spin(M(L)) .= Spin(T ∗xM(L)). The set of sections Γ(S(L)) de-
fines an irreducible Clifford–Lagrange module.
The so–called ”d–spinors” have been introduced for the spaces provided
with N–connection structure [69, 72, 73]:
Definition 5.10 A distinguished spinor (d–spinor) bundle S
.
= (S, ⋆S) on
an N–anholonomic manifold V, dimV = n+m, is a complex vector bundle
with a defined action of the spin d–group Spin V
.
= Spin(V n) ⊕ Spin(V m)
with the splitting adapted to the N–connection structure which results in an
irreducible representation Spin(V)
.
= Spin(T ∗V). The set of sections Γ(S) =
Γ (S)⊕ Γ( ⋆S) is an irreducible Clifford d–module.
The fact that C(V) and Γ(ICl(V)) are Morita equivalent can be analyzed
by applying in N–adapted form, both on the base and fiber spaces, the con-
sequences of the Plymen’s theorem (see Theorem 9.3 in Ref. [29]). This
is connected with the possibility to distinguish the Spin(n) (or, correspond-
ingly Spin(M(L)), Spin(V
n)⊕Spin(V m)) an antilinear bijection J : S → S
(or J : S(L) → S(L) and J : S → S) with the properties:
J(ψf) = (Jψ)f for f ∈ C(M)( or C(M(L)), C(V));
J(aψ) = χ(a)Jψ, for a ∈ Γ∞(ICl(M))( or Γ∞(ICl(M(L))), Γ∞(ICl(V));
(Jφ|Jψ) = (ψ|φ) for φ, ψ ∈ S( or S(L),S). (41)
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Definition 5.11 The spin structure on a manifoldM (respectively, on M(L),
or on N–anholonomic manifold V) with even dimensions for the correspond-
ing base and typical fiber spaces is defined by a bimodule S (respectively,
M(L), or V) obeying the Morita equivalence C(M)−Γ(ICl(M)) (respectively,
C(M(L))−Γ(ICl(M(L))), or C(V)−Γ(ICl(V))) by a corresponding bijections
(41) and a fixed orientation on M (respectively, on M(L) or V).
In brief, we may call M (M(L), or V) as a spin manifold (Lagrange spin
manifold, or N–anholonomic spin manifold). If any of the base or typical
fiber spaces is of odd dimension, we may perform similar constructions by
considering ICl+ instead of ICl.
The considerations presented in this Section consists the proof of the first
main Result of this paper (let us conventionally say that it is the 7th one
after the Results 2.1–2.6:
Theorem 5.1 (Main Result 1) Any regular Lagrangian and/or N–connec-
tion structure define naturally the fundamental geometric objects and struc-
tures (such as the Clifford–Lagrange module and Clifford d–modules, the La-
grange spin structure and d–spinors) for the corresponding Lagrange spin
manifold and/or N–anholonomic spinor (d–spinor) manifold.
We note that similar results were obtained in Refs. [69, 72, 86, 88] for the
standard Finsler and Lagrange geometries and theirs higher order general-
izations. In a more restricted form, the idea of Theorem 5.1 can be found in
Ref. [77], where the first models of noncommutative Finsler geometry and
related gravity were considered (in a more rough form, for instance, with
constructions not reflecting the Morita equivalence).
Finally, in this Section, we can make the
Conclusion 5.1 Any regular Lagrange and/or N–connection structure (the
last one being any admissible N–connection in Lagrange–Finsler geometry
and their generalizations, or induced by any generic off–diagonal and/ or
nonholonomic frame structure) define certain, corresponding, Clifford–La-
grange module and/or Clifford d–module and related Lagrange spinor and/or
d–spinor structures.
It is a bit surprizing that a Lagrangian may define not only the fundamental
geometric objects of a nonholonomic Lagrange space but also the structure
of a naturally associated Lagrange spin manifold. The Lagrange mechanics
and off–diagonal gravitational interactions (in general, with nontrivial torsion
and nonholonomic constraints) can be completely geometrized on Lagrange
spin (N–anholonomic) manifolds.
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6 The Dirac Operator, Nonholonomy, and
Spectral Triples
The Dirac operator for a certain class of (non) commutative Finsler spaces
provided with compatible metric structure was introduced in Ref. [77] fol-
lowing previous constructions for the Dirac equations on locally anisotropic
spaces [69, 72, 73, 86, 88]. The aim of this Section is to elucidate the possibil-
ity of definition of Dirac operators for general N–anholonomic manifolds and
Lagrange–Finsler spaces. It should be noted that such geometric construc-
tions depend on the type of linear connections which are used for the complete
definition of the Dirac operator. They are metric compatible and N–adapted
if the canonical d–connection is used, see Proposition 3.1 (we can also use
any its deformation which results in a metric compatible d–connection). The
constructions can be more sophisticate and nonmetric (with some geometric
objects not completely defined on the tangent spaces) if the Chern, or the
Berwald d–connection, is considered, see Example 3.2.
6.1 N–anholonomic Dirac operators
We introduce the basic definitions and formulas with respect to N–adapted
frames of type (10) and (11). Then we shall present the main results in a
global form.
6.1.1 Noholonomic vielbeins and spin d–connections
Let us consider a Hilbert space of finite dimension. For a local dual coordinate
basis ei
.
= dxi on a manifold M, dimM = n, we may respectively introduce
certain classes of orthonormalized vielbeins and the N–adapted vielbeins, 6
eiˆ
.
= eiˆ i(x, y) e
i and ei
.
= ei i(x, y) e
i, (42)
where
gij(x, y) eiˆ i(x, y)e
jˆ
j(x, y) = δ
iˆjˆ and gij(x, y) ei i(x, y)e
j
j(x, y) = g
ij(x, y).
We define the the algebra of Dirac’s gamma matrices (in brief, h–gamma
matrices defined by self–adjoints matrices Mk(IC) where k = 2
n/2 is the
6(depending both on the base coordinates x
.
= xi and some ”fiber” coordinates y
.
= ya,
the status of ya depends on what kind of models we shall consider: elongated on TM, for
a Lagrange space, for a vector bundle, or on a N–anholonomic manifold)
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dimension of the irreducible representation of ICl(M) for even dimensions,
or of ICl(M)+ for odd dimensions) from the relation
γ iˆγ jˆ + γ jˆγ iˆ = 2δ iˆjˆ II. (43)
We can consider the action of dxi ∈ ICl(M) on a spinor ψ ∈ S via represen-
tations
−c(dxiˆ)
.
= γ iˆ and −c(dxi)ψ
.
= γiψ ≡ ei
iˆ
γ iˆψ. (44)
For any type of spaces TxM,TM,V possessing a local (in any point) or
global fibered structure and, in general, enabled with a N–connection struc-
ture, we can introduce similar definitions of the gamma matrices following
algebraic relations and metric structures on fiber subspaces,
eaˆ
.
= eaˆa(x, y) e
a and ea
.
= eaa(x, y) e
a, (45)
where
gab(x, y) eaˆa(x, y)e
bˆ
b(x, y) = δ
aˆbˆ and gab(x, y) eaa(x, y)e
b
b(x, y) = h
ab(x, y).
Similarly, we define the algebra of Dirac’s matrices related to typical fibers
(in brief, v–gamma matrices defined by self–adjoints matrices M ′k(IC) where
k′ = 2m/2 is the dimension of the irreducible representation of ICl(F ) for even
dimensions, or of ICl(F )+ for odd dimensions, of the typical fiber) from the
relation
γaˆγ bˆ + γ bˆγaˆ = 2δaˆbˆ II. (46)
The action of dya ∈ ICl(F ) on a spinor ⋆ψ ∈ ⋆S is considered via represen-
tations
⋆c(dyaˆ)
.
= γaˆ and ⋆c(dya) ⋆ψ
.
= γa ⋆ψ ≡ eaaˆ γaˆ ⋆ψ. (47)
We note that additionally to formulas (44) and (47) we may write respec-
tively
c(dxi)ψ
.
= γiψ ≡ ei
iˆ
γ iˆψ and c(dya) ⋆ψ
.
= γa ⋆ψ ≡ eaaˆ γaˆ ⋆ψ
but such operators are not adapted to the N–connection structure.
A more general gamma matrix calculus with distinguished gamma ma-
trices (in brief, d–gamma matrices7) can be elaborated for N–anholonomic
manifolds V provided with d–metric structure g = [g,⋆ g] and for d–spinors
ψ˘
.
= (ψ, ⋆ψ) ∈ S .= (S, ⋆S), see the corresponding Definitions 2.7, 2.8 and
7in our previous works [69, 72, 73, 86, 88] we wrote σ instead of γ
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5.10. Firstly, we should write in a unified form, related to a d–metric (19),
the formulas (42) and (45),
eαˆ
.
= eαˆa(u) e
α and eα
.
= eαα(u) e
α, (48)
where
gαβ(u) eαˆα(u)e
βˆ
β(u) = δ
αˆβˆ and gαβ(u) eαα(u)e
β
β(u) = g
αβ(u).
The second step, is to consider d–gamma matrix relations (unifying (43) and
(46))
γαˆγβˆ + γβˆγαˆ = 2δαˆβˆ II, (49)
with the action of duα ∈ ICl(V) on a d–spinor ψ˘ ∈ S resulting in distin-
guished irreducible representations (unifying (44) and (47))
c(duαˆ)
.
= γαˆ and c = (duα) ψ˘
.
= γα ψ˘ ≡ eααˆ γαˆ ψ˘ (50)
which allows to write
γα(u)γβ(u) + γβ(u)γα(u) = 2gαβ(u) II. (51)
In the canonical representation we can write in irreducible form γ˘
.
= γ ⊕ ⋆γ
and ψ˘
.
= ψ⊕ ⋆ψ, for instance, by using block type of h– and v–matrices, or,
writing alternatively as couples of gamma and/or h– and v–spinor objects
written in N–adapted form,
γα
.
= (γi, γa) and ψ˘
.
= (ψ, ⋆ψ). (52)
The decomposition (51) holds with respect to a N–adapted vielbein (10). We
also note that for a spinor calculus, the indices of spinor objects should be
treated as abstract spinorial ones possessing certain reducible, or irreducible,
properties depending on the space dimension (see details in Refs. [69, 72,
73, 86, 88]). For simplicity, we shall consider that spinors like ψ˘, ψ, ⋆ψ
and all type of gamma objects can be enabled with corresponding spinor
indices running certain values which are different from the usual coordinate
space indices. In a ”rough” but brief form we can use the same indices
i, j, ..., a, b..., α, β, ... both for d–spinor and d–tensor objects.
The spin connection ∇S for the Riemannian manifolds is induced by the
Levi–Civita connection ∇Γ,
∇S .= d− 1
4
∇Γi jkγiγ
j dxk. (53)
On N–anholonomic spaces, it is possible to define spin connections which
are N–adapted by replacing the Levi–Civita connection by any d–connection
(see Definition 3.1).
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Definition 6.1 The canonical spin d–connection is defined by the canonical
d–connection (25) as
∇̂S .= δ − 1
4
Γ̂αβµγαγ
βδuµ, (54)
where the absolute differential δ acts in N–adapted form resulting in 1–forms
decomposed with respect to N–elongated differentials like δuµ = (dxi, δya)
(11).
We note that the canonical spin d–connection ∇̂S is metric compatible and
contains nontrivial d–torsion coefficients induced by the N–anholonomy rela-
tions (see the formulas (24) proved for arbitrary d–connection). It is possible
to introduce more general spin d–connections DS by using the same formula
(54) but for arbitrary metric compatible d–connection Γαβµ.
In a particular case, we can define, for instance, the canonical spin d–
connections for a local modelling of a T˜M space on V˜(n,n) with the canonical
d–connection Γ̂γαβ = (L̂
i
jk, Ĉ
i
jk), see formulas (27). This allows us to prove (by
considering d–connection and d–metric structure defined by the fundamental
Lagrange, or Finsler, functions, we put formulas (9) and (14) into (27)):
Proposition 6.1 On Lagrange spaces, there is a canonical spin d–connecti-
on (the canonical spin–Lagrange connection),
∇̂(SL) .= δ − 1
4
(L)Γαβµγαγ
βδuµ, (55)
where δuµ = (dxi, δyk = dyk + (L)Nki dx
i).
We emphasize that even regular Lagrangians of classical mechanics without
spin particles induce in a canonical (but nonholonomic) form certain classes
of spin d–connections like (55).
For the spaces provided with generic off–diagonal metric structure (16) (in
particular, for such Riemannian manifolds) resulting in equivalent N–anholo-
nomic manifolds, it is possible to prove a result being similar to Proposition
6.1:
Remark 6.1 There is a canonical spin d–connection (54) induced by the
off–diagonal metric coefficients with nontrivial Nai and associated nonholo-
nomic frames in gravity theories.
The N–connection structure also states a global h– and v–splitting of spin
d–connection operators, for instance,
∇̂(SL) .= δ − 1
4
(L)L̂i jkγiγ
jdxk − 1
4
(L)Ĉabcγaγ
bδyc. (56)
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So, any spin d–connection is a d–operator with conventional splitting of ac-
tion like ∇(S) ≡ ( −∇(S), ⋆∇(S)), or ∇(SL) ≡ ( −∇(SL), ⋆∇(SL)). For instance,
for ∇̂(SL) ≡ ( −∇̂(SL), ⋆∇̂(SL)), the operators −∇̂(SL) and ⋆∇̂(SL) act respec-
tively on a h–spinor ψ as
−∇̂(SL)ψ .= dxi δψ
dxi
− dxk 1
4
(L)L̂i jkγiγ
j ψ (57)
and
⋆∇̂(SL)ψ .= δya ∂ψ
dya
− δyc 1
4
(L)Ĉabcγaγ
b ψ
being defined by the canonical d–connection (27).
Remark 6.2 We can consider that the h–operator (57) defines a spin gen-
eralization of the Chern’s d–connection [Chern]Γγαβ = (L̂
i
jk, C
i
jk = 0), see
Example 3.2, which may be introduced as a minimal extension, with Finsler
structure, of the spin connection defined by the Levi–Civita connection (53)
preserving the torsionless condition. This is an example of nonmetric spin
connection operator because [Chern]Γγαβ does not satisfy the condition of met-
ric compatibility.
We can define spin Chern–Finsler structures, considered in the Remark 6.2,
for any point of an N–anholonomic manifold. There are necessary some addi-
tional assumptions in order to completely define such structures (for instance,
on the tangent bundle). We can say that this is a deformed nonholonomic
spin structure derived from a d–spinor one provided with the canonical spin
d–connection by deforming the canonical d–connection in a manner that the
horizontal torsion vanishes transforming into a nonmetricity d–tensor. The
”nonspinor” aspects of such generalizations of the Riemann–Finsler spaces
and gravity models with nontrivial nonmetricity are analyzed in Refs. [83].
6.1.2 Dirac d–operators: Main Result 2
We consider a vector bundle E on an N–anholonomic manifold M (with two
compatible N–connections defined as h– and v–splittings of TE and TM)).
A d–connection
D : Γ∞(E)→ Γ∞(E)⊗ Ω1(M)
preserves by parallelism splitting of the tangent total and base spaces and
satisfy the Leibniz condition
D(fσ) = f(Dσ) + δf ⊗ σ
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for any f ∈ C∞(M), and σ ∈ Γ∞(E) and δ defining an N–adapted exterior
calculus by using N–elongated operators (10) and (11) which emphasize d–
forms instead of usual forms on M, with the coefficients taking values in
E.
The metricity and Leibniz conditions for D are written respectively
g(DX,Y) + g(X,DY) = δ[g(X,Y)], (58)
for any X, Y ∈ χ(M), and
D(σβ) .= D(σ)β + σD(β), (59)
for any σ, β ∈ Γ∞(E).
For local computations, we may define the corresponding coefficients of
the geometric d–objects and write
Dσβ´ .= Γα´β´µ σα´ ⊗ δuµ = Γα´β´i σα´ ⊗ dxi + Γα´β´a σα´ ⊗ δya,
where fiber ”acute” indices, in their turn, may split α´
.
= (´i, a´) if any N–
connection structure is defined on TE. For some particular constructions of
particular interest, we can take E = T ∗V,= T ∗V(L) and/or any Clifford d–
algebra E = ICl(V), ICl(V(L)), ... with a corresponding treating of ”acute”
indices to of d–tensor and/or d–spinor type as well when the d–operator D
transforms into respective d–connection D and spin d–connections ∇̂S (54),
∇̂(SL) (55).... All such, adapted to the N–connections, computations are
similar for both N–anholonomic (co) vector and spinor bundles.
The respective actions of the Clifford d–algebra and Clifford–Lagrange
algebra (see Definitions 5.2 and 5.2) can be transformed into maps Γ∞(S)⊗
Γ(ICl(V)) and Γ∞(S(L))⊗ Γ(ICl(V(L))) to Γ∞(S) and, respectively, Γ∞(S(L))
by considering maps of type (44) and (50)
ĉ(ψ˘ ⊗ a) .= c(a)ψ˘ and ĉ(ψ ⊗ a) .= c(a)ψ.
Definition 6.2 The Dirac d–operator (Dirac–Lagrange operator) on a spin
N–anholonomic manifold (V,S, J) (on a Lagrange spin manifold
(M(L), S(L), J)) is defined
ID
.
= −i (ĉ ◦ ∇S) (60)
=
(
−ID = −i ( −ĉ ◦ −∇S), ⋆ID = −i ( ⋆ĉ ◦ ⋆∇S))
( (L)ID
.
= −i (ĉ ◦ ∇(SL)) ) (61)
=
(
(L)
−ID = −i( −ĉ ◦ −∇(SL)), (L)⋆ID = −i( ⋆ĉ ◦ ⋆∇(SL))
)
).
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Such N–adapted Dirac d–operators are called canonical and denoted ÎD =
( −ÎD, ⋆ÎD ) ( (L)ÎD = ( (L)
−ÎD, (L)
⋆ÎD ) ) if they are defined for the canonical
d–connection (26) ( (27)) and respective spin d–connection (54) ( (55)).
Now we can formulate the
Theorem 6.1 (Main Result 2) Let (V,S, J) ( (M(L), S(L), J) be a spin N–
anholonomic manifold ( spin Lagrange space). There is the canonical Dirac
d–operator (Dirac–Lagrange operator) defined by the almost Hermitian spin
d–operator
∇̂S : Γ∞(S)→ Γ∞(S)⊗ Ω1(V)
(spin Lagrange operator
∇̂(SL) : Γ∞(S(L))→ Γ∞(S(L))⊗ Ω1(M(L)) )
commuting with J (41) and satisfying the conditions
(∇̂Sψ˘ | φ˘) + (ψ˘ | ∇̂Sφ˘) = δ(ψ˘ | φ˘) (62)
and
∇̂S(c(a)ψ˘) = c(D̂a)ψ˘ + c(a)∇̂Sψ˘
for a ∈ ICl(V) and ψ˘ ∈ Γ∞(S)
( (∇̂(SL)ψ˘ | φ˘) + (ψ˘ | ∇̂(SL)φ˘) = δ(ψ˘ | φ˘) (63)
and
∇̂(SL)(c(a)ψ˘) = c(D̂a)ψ˘ + c(a)∇̂(SL)ψ˘
for a ∈ ICl(M(L)) and ψ˘ ∈ Γ∞(S(L) ) determined by the metricity (58) and
Leibnitz (59) conditions.
Proof. We sketch the main ideas of such Proofs. There two ways:
The first one is similar to that given in Ref. [29], Theorem 9.8, for the
Levi–Civita connection, see similar considerations in [67]. In our case, we
have to extend the constructions for d–metrics and canonical d–connections
by applying N–elongated operators for differentials and partial derivatives.
The formulas have to be distinguished into h– and v–irreducible components.
We are going to present the related technical details in our further publica-
tions.
In other turn, the second way, is to argue a such proof is a straightforward
consequence of the Result 2.6 stating that any Riemannian manifold can be
modeled as a N–anholonomic manifold induced by the generic off–diagonal
metric structure. If the results from [29] hold true for any Riemannian space,
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the formulas may be rewritten with respect to any local frame system, as well
with respect to (10) and (11). Nevertheless, on N–anholonomic manifolds the
canonical d–connection is not just the Levi–Civita connection but a deforma-
tion of type (25): we must verify that such deformations results in N–adapted
constructions satisfying the metricity and Leibnitz conditions. The existence
of such configurations was proven from the properties of the canonical d–
connection completely defined from the d–metric and N–connection coeffi-
cients. The main difference from the case of the Levi–Civita configuration is
that we have a nontrivial torsion induced by the frame nonholonomy. But it
is not a problem to define the Dirac operator with nontrivial torsion if the
metricity conditions are satisfied. 
The canonical Dirac d–operator has very similar properties for spin N–
anholonomic manifolds and spin Lagrange spaces. Nevertheless, theirs geo-
metric and physical meaning may be completely different and that why we
have written the corresponding formulas with different labels and emphasized
the existing differences. With respect to theMain Result 2, one holds three
important remarks:
Remark 6.3 The first type of canonical Dirac d–operators may be associ-
ated to Riemannian–Cartan (in particular, Riemann) off–diagonal metric
and nonholonomic frame structures and the second type of canonical Dirac–
Lagrange operators are completely induced by a regular Lagrange mechanics.
In both cases, such d–operators are completely determined by the coefficients
of the corresponding Sasaki type d–metric and the N–connection structure.
Remark 6.4 The conditions of the Theorem 6.1 may be revised for any d–
connection and induced spin d–connection satisfying the metricity condition.
But, for such cases, the corresponding Dirac d–operators are not completely
defined by the d–metric and N–connection structures. We can prescribe cer-
tain type of torsions of d–connections and, via such ’noncanonical’ Dirac
operators, we are able to define noncommutative geometries with prescribed
d–torsions.
Remark 6.5 The properties (62) and (63) hold if and only if the metricity
conditions are satisfied (58). So, for the Chern or Berwald type d–connections
which are nonmetric (see Example 3.2 and Remark 6.2 ), the conditions of
Theorem 6.1 do not hold.
It is a more sophisticate problem to find applications in physics for such
nonmetric constructions 8 but they define positively some examples of non-
metric d–spinor and noncommutative structures minimally deformed from
8See Refs. [28] and [80, 83, 82] for details on elaborated geometrical and physical
models being, respectively, locally isotropic and locally anisotropic.
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the Riemannian (non) commutative geometry to certain Finsler type (non)
commutative geometries.
6.2 Distinguished spectral triples
The geometric information of a spin manifold (in particular, the metric) is
contained in the Dirac operator. For nonholonomic manifolds, the canoni-
cal Dirac d–operator has h– and v–irreducible parts related to off–diagonal
metric terms and nonholonomic frames with associated structure. In a more
special case, the canonical Dirac–Lagrange operator is defined by a regular
Lagrangian. So, such Driac d–operators contain more information than the
usual, holonomic, ones.
For simplicity, hereafter, we shall formulate the results for the general
N–anholonomic spaces, by omitting the explicit formulas and proofs for La-
grange and Finsler spaces, which can be derived by imposing certain con-
ditions that the N–connection, d–connection and d–metric are just those
defined canonically by a Lagrangian. We shall only present the Main Result
and some important Remarks concerning Lagrange mechanics and/or Finsler
structures.
Proposition 6.2 If ÎD = ( −ÎD, ⋆ÎD ) is the canonical Dirac d–operator
then [
ÎD, f
]
= ic(δf), equivalently,[
−ÎD, f
]
+
[
⋆ÎD, f
]
= i −c(dxi
δf
∂xi
) + i ⋆c(δya
∂f
∂ya
),
for all f ∈ C∞(V).
Proof. It is a straightforward computation following from Definition 6.2.
The canonical Dirac d–operator and its irreversible h– and v–components
have all the properties of the usual Dirac operators (for instance, they are
self–adjoint but unbounded). It is possible to define a scalar product on
Γ∞(S),
< ψ˘, φ˘ >
.
=
∫
V
(ψ˘|φ˘)|νg| (64)
where
νg =
√
detg
√
deth dx1...dxn dyn+1...dyn+m
is the volume d–form on the N–anholonomic manifold V.
We denote by
HN .= L2(V,S) =
[
−H = L2(V, −S), ⋆H = L2(V, ⋆S)
]
(65)
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the Hilbert d–space obtained by completing Γ∞(S) with the norm defined by
the scalar product (64).
Similarly to the holonomic spaces, by using formulas (60) and (54), one
may prove that there is a self–adjoint unitary endomorphism Γ[cr] of HN ,
called ”chirality”, being a IZ2 graduation of HN , 9 which satisfies the condi-
tion
ÎD Γ[cr] = −Γ[cr] ÎD. (66)
We note that the condition (66) may be written also for the irreducible
components −ÎD and ⋆ÎD.
Definition 6.3 A distinguished canonical spectral triple (canonical spectral
d–triple) (A,HN , ÎD) for an algebra A is defined by a Hilbert d–space HN , a
representation of A in the algebra B(H) of d–operators bounded on HN , and
by a self–adjoint d–operator ÎD, of compact resolution,10 such that [ÎD, a] ∈
B(H) for any a ∈ A.
Roughly speaking, every canonical spectral d–triple is defined by two
usual spectral triples which in our case corresponds to certain h– and v–
irreducible components induced by the corresponding h– and v–components
of the Dirac d–operator. For such spectral h(v)–triples we can define the
notion of KRn–cycle (KRm–cycle) and consider respective Hochschild com-
plexes. We note that in order to define a noncommutative geometry the h–
and v– components of a canonical spectral d–triples must satisfy some well
defined Conditions [17, 29] (Conditions 1 - 7, enumerated in [50], section
II.4) which states: 1) the spectral dimension, being of order 1/(n+m) for a
Dirac d–operator, and of order 1/n (or 1/m) for its h– (or v)–components;
2) regularity; 3) finitness; 4) reality; 5) representation of 1st order; 6) ori-
entability; 7) Poincare´ duality. Such conditions can be satisfied by any Dirac
operators and canonical Dirac d–operators (in the last case we have to work
with d–objects). 11
Definition 6.4 A spectral d–triple satisfying the mentioned seven Condi-
tions for his h– and v–irreversible components is a real one which defines
9We use the label [cr] in order to avoid misunderstanding with the symbol Γ used for
the connections.
10An operator D is of compact resolution if for any λ ∈ sp(D) the operator (D− λII)−1
is compact, see details in [50, 29].
11We omit in this paper the details on axiomatics and related proofs for such consider-
ations: we shall present details and proofs in our further works. Roughly speaking, we are
in right to do this because the canonical d–connection and the Sasaki type d–metric for
N–anholonomic spaces satisfy the bulk of properties of the metric and connection on the
Riemannian space but ”slightly” nonholonomically modified).
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a (d–spinor) N–anholonomic noncommutative geometry defined by the data
(A,HN , ÎD, J, Γ[cr] ) and derived for the Dirac d–operator (60).
For a particular case, when the N–distinguished structures are of Lagrange
(Finsler) type, we can consider:
Definition 6.5 A spectral d–triple satisfying the mentioned seven Condi-
tions for his h– and v–irreversible components is a real one which defines a
Lagrange, or Finsler, (spinor) noncommutative geometry defined by the data
(A,H(SL), (L)ÎD, J, Γ[cr] ) and derived for the Dirac d–operator (61).
In Ref. [77], we used the concept of d–algebra AN .= ( −A, ⋆A) which we
introduced as a ”couple” of algebras for respective h– and v–irreducible de-
composition of constructions defined by the N–connection. This is possible if
AN .= −A⊕ ⋆A), but we can consider arbitrary noncommutative associative
algebras A if the splitting is defined by the Dirac d–operator.
6.3 Distance in d–spinor spaces: Main Result 3
We can select N–anholonomic and Lagrange commutative geometries from
the corresponding Definitions 6.4 and 6.5 if we put respectively A .= C∞(V)
and A .= C∞(V(L)) and consider real spectral d–triples. One holds:
Theorem 6.2 (Main Result 3) Let (A,HN , ÎD, J, Γ[cr] )
(or (A,H(SL), (L)ÎD, J, Γ[cr] )) defines a noncommutative geometry being
irreducible for A .= C∞(V) (or A .= C∞(V(L))), where V (or V(L)) is a
compact, connected and oriented manifold without boundaries, of spectral di-
mension dim V = n + m (or dim V(L) = n + n ). In this case, there are
satisfied the conditions:
1. There is a unique d–metric g(ÎD) = (g, ⋆g) of type ((19)) on V (or of
type (14) on V(L)) with the ”nonlinear” geodesic distance defined by
d(u1, u2) = sup
f∈C(V)
{f(u1, u2)/ ‖ [ID, f ] ‖≤ 1} (67)
(we have to consider f ∈ C(V(L)) and (L)ÎD if we compute d(u1, u2)
for Lagrange configurations).
2. The N–anholonomic manifold V (or Lagrange space V(L)) is a spin N–
anholonmic space (or a spin Lagrange manifold) for which the operators
ID′ satisfying g(ID′) = g(ÎD) define an union of affine spaces identi-
fied by the d–spinor structures on V (we should consider the operators
(L)ID
′ satisfying (L)g( (L)ID
′) = (L)g( (L)ÎD) for the space V(L))).
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3. The functional S(ID)
.
=
∫ |ID|−n−m+2 defines a quadratic d–form with
(n+m)–splitting for every affine spaces which is minimal for ÎD =
←−
ID
as the Dirac d–operator corresponding to the d–spin structure with the
minimum proportional to the Einstein–Hilbert action constructed for
the canonical d–connection with the d–scalar curvature
←−
R (33), 12
S(
←−
ID) = −n +m− 2
24
∫
V
←−
R
√
g
√
h dx1...dxn δyn+1...δyn+k.
Proof. In this work, we sketch only the idea and the key points of a such
Proof. The Theorem is a generalization for N–anholonomic spaces of a sim-
ilar one, formulated in Ref. [17], with a detailed proof prestented in [29],
which seems to be a final almost generally accepted result. There are also
alternative considerations, with useful details, in Refs. [63, 43]. For the Dirac
d–operators, we have to start with the Proposition 6.2 and then to repeat
all constructions from [17, 29], both on h– and v–subspaces, in N–adapted
form.
The existence of a canonical d–connection structure which is metric com-
patible and constructed from the coefficients of the d–metric and N–connecti-
on structure is a crucial result allowing the formulation and proof of the Main
Results 1-3 of this work. Roughly speaking, if the commutative Riemannian
geometry can be extracted from a noncommutative geometry, we can also
generate (in a similar, but tecnically more sophisticate form) Finsler like
geometries and generalizations. To do this, we have to consider the corre-
sponding parametrizations of the nonholonomic frame structure, off–diagonal
metrics and deformations of the linear connection structure, all constructions
being adapted to the N–connection splitting. If a fixed d–connection satisfies
the metricity conditions, the resulting Lagrange–Finsler geometry belongs to
a class of nonholonomic Riemann–Cartan geometies, which (in their turns)
are equivalents, related by nonholonomic maps, of Riemannian spaces, see
[80, 82]. However, it is not yet clear how to perform a such general proof for
nonmetric d–connections (of Berwald or Chern type). We shall present the
technical details of such considerations in our further works.
Finally, we emphasize that for the Main Result 3 there is the possibil-
ity to elaborate an alternative proof (like for the Main Result 2) by ver-
ifying that the basic formulas proved for the Riemannian geometry hold
12The integral for the usual Dirac operator related to the Levi–Civita connection D is
computed:
∫ |D|−n+2 .= 1
2[n/2]Ωn
Wres|D|−n+2, where Ωn is the integral of the volume on
the sphere Sn and Wres is the Wodzicki residu, see details in Theorem 7.5 [29]. On N–
anholonomic manifolds, we may consider similar definitions and computations but applying
N–elongated partial derivatives and differentials.
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true on N–anholonomic manifolds by a corresponding substitution of the
N–elongated differentil and partiale derivatives operators acting on canoni-
cal d–connections and d–metrics. All such constructions are elaborated in
N–adapted form by preserving the respective h- and v–irreducible decompo-
sitions. 
Finally, we can formulate three important conclusions:
Conclusion 6.1 The formula (67) defines the distance in a manner as to
be satisfied all necessary properties (finitenes, positivity conditions, ...) dis-
cussed in details in Ref. [29]. It allows to generalize the constructions for
discrete spaces with anisotropies and to consider anisotropic fluctuations of
noncommutative geometries [50, 51] (of Finsler type, and more general ones,
we omit such constructions in this work). For the nonholonomic configura-
tions we have to work with canonical d–connection and d–metric structures.
Following the N–connection formalism originally elaborated in the framework
of Finsler geometry, we may state:
Conclusion 6.2 In the particular case of the canonical N–connection, d–
connection and d–metrics defined by a regular Lagrangian, it is possible a
noncommutative geometrization of Lagrange mechanics related to correspond-
ing classes of noncommutative Lagrange–Finsler geometry.
Such geometric methods have a number of applications in modern gravity:
Conclusion 6.3 By anholonomic frame transforms, we can generate non-
commutative Riemann–Cartan and Lagrange–Finsler spaces, in particular ex-
act solutions of the Einstein equations with noncommutative variables 13, by
considering N–anholonomic deformations of the Dirac operator.
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